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By Terry Ivers
Saturday, September 19th 2015, CRSEF was in Mason,
Ohio for their annual community wide festival known this
year as "Happy 200th Birthday Mason", being one of the
many different events scheduled in 2015 to commemorate
the bicentennial of the city’s founding. CRSEF has been
part of the Mason festival for seventeen straight years, this
year's party was by far the largest yet. With the music
group Electric Light Orchestra playing after the high school
football game on Friday night and many other activities
during the tailgating before the game, the party was on!
Saturday festivities included trapeze, magician, jugglers and other circus acts besides the amusement rides,
game booths, food booths and trucks, and vendors of all shapes and sizes. They started Saturday with the
annual parade and closed the festival with the music group REO Speedwagon, a laser light show and a
fireworks display by the world famous Rozzi Family.

Working the booth at
Mason’s Bicentennial

We arrived at the festival complex shortly after 8am Bob, Paul G., and Lance were already hard at work.
Ben and I had stopped and picked up Dino-tex and the other various things stored in the trailer so that
setup could be completed. We were blessed this year to have plenty of help setting up the 10x20 booth
space, so by 11am we were finished and already talking with people stopping by, but the crowd didn’t really
start growing till around Noon when the parade finished at the festival grounds. The festival was expanded
this year to encompass the whole municipal complex with many more new areas of activities. CRSEF was
also blessed with a prime location on a corner that was in the midst of all the activities which meant lots
and lots of opportunities to talk with the people as they passed by the booth.
continued on page 2

By Terry Ivers
Welcome back for the third and final installment of this
series of articles about some of the more curious facts
and theories surrounding the Great Pyramid of Giza. Since
the famous historian Herodotus reignited interest in the
structure more than two thousand years ago there has
been two main groups of interest. The first group being
Egyptologists (historians and archaeologists) and the
second group are the Pyramidologists. In the Seventh
Century, John Greaves, a Geometry Professor at Gresham
College, London, took precise measurements of the Great
Pyramid at Giza, and published his findings in 1646, in a
book named Pyramidographia. There are two main
groups of interested in Pyramidology, the first group
consists of those who believe that the pyramid is a divine revelation of God and the other group who
believe that someone or something other than God of the bible was architect and builder.
There is no shortage of contributors adding ideas and hypothesis to the complexity of the arguments that
have raged for the past three hundred and sixty plus years since Greaves' Pyramidographia. I will only be
able to highlight some of the different ideas between the two groups but as in the previous articles I will list
all the resources used in my research for this series of articles. I will be very diligent to maintain neutrality
continued on page 2
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CRSEF
Monthly Meeting
November 19th 2015
Eric J. Norman, BS Physics, PhD
Biochemistry will present “Moon
Dust Revisited - Part Two”
After a meeting with Dr. Andrew
Snelling, AIG, we decided to evaluate
the validity of dust collection
methods and seek any further
information on the Apollo dust
collectors. Please attend to view the
scientific evidence supporting that
the moon was created approximately
6000 years ago. "God made .... the
lesser light to
govern
the
night.' Genesis 1:16
Time: 7-7:45 pm
Place: North Central Public Library
Get more details and directions at
http://www.worldbydesign.org/events/
events.asp

There were people always passing by our booth, if the life size dinosaur models didn't get their attention,
then the HO scale model of Noah's ark would, but when all else failed the Dino Hunt Game would stop the
children. What kid doesn't want to shoot a nerf gun at a dinosaur? The Lord blessed CRSEF once again by
providing some very dedicated and hardworking volunteers on Saturday, everyone was involved in the
ministry of promoting Young Earth Creation but more importantly the gospel was shared with people
non-stop for 12 or 13 hours. We would like to
thank Lois, Paul, Donna, Bob, Ben, Lance, Paul
G., Cheryl and her two sons Zack and Seth, I
hope I am not forgetting anyone but if I am
thank you so much for making this event so
successful.
Once again CRSEF would like to thank each
and everyone that supports us for making this
event possible as well as all the other events
that we were involved in 2015. Please continue in prayer for 2016, so that God may use
CRSEF at even more outreach opportunities,
where we can continue to inform Christians
Paul (Former CRSEF President) and his wife Lois (Left)
a s well as non Christians about their origins
Bob (Current CRSEF President) and his wife Donna (Right)
according to God's word but more importantly
about the glorious return of the Lord Jesus and
the importance of redemption and salvation.

Pyramidology Or Egyptology?
continued from page 1

in the information and resources, so that you may continue your research based on your biases not mine.
Mainstream Egyptology
In 1964 Barbara Mertz, an American Egyptologist turned author is best noted for her archaeologicallyrelated novels, about the fictional Egyptologist families of Amelia Peabody and Radcliffe Emerson. Mrs.
Mertz reflected the opinions of the modern archaeological and scientific establishments by using another
term for pyramidologists:
"Even in modern times when people, one would think, should know better, the Great Pyramid of
Giza has proved a fertile field for fantasy. The people who do not know better are the Pyramid
mystics, who believe that the Great Pyramid is a gigantic prophecy in stone, built by a group of
ancient adepts in magic. Egyptologists sometimes uncharitably refer to this group as 'Pyramidiots,'
but the school continues to flourish despite scholarly anathemas."
The term pyramidiot is accredited to Leonard Cottrell, when he included a chapter in his 1956 book The
Mountains of Pharaoh titled "The Great Pyramidiot" in which he wrote about Piazzi Smyth's theories.
Needless to say the Egyptologists show little respect for any of the pyramidology theories.
The modern view of the Great Pyramid is that it was constructed by the Pharaoh Khufu (Cheops) during
the 4th Dynasty. Most of the evidence used for this assumption is based from three pieces of information.
1.Herodotus who in the Fifth Century BC visited Egypt and spoke with Egyptian Priests and local
people, it is important to remember that the pyramid was
already around 2000 years old. Herodotus returned to
Greece and in his writings recorded that the Great Pyramid
was built by Khufu with a construction time of 30 years (10
years in preparation, 20 years actual construction time) and
that they were built to be tombs for dead pharaohs.
2.Two obscure cartouches of Khufu and his brother Khafra,
located in the fifth relieving chamber above the King's
Khufu cartouche found by Vyse
Chamber, that were found by Colonel Howard Vyse in 1837. https://badarchaeology.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/
khufu_cartouche.jpg
continued on page 5

Is The Creationist Or Evolutionist Theory More Logical?
By Robert Moak (written in 2003)
Is there evidence in this world, which seems to support believing that the creationist theory—about how and when the universe was
formed—is logical? You want to believe the creationist theory, but you think it is not logical, and it seems the evolutionist theory is
logical. Then let us explore just a few examples of a creationist worldview!
The first thing for us to consider in this exercise is to know the answer to the question, “Where did you get the information that causes
you to believe creation is true?” Sometimes we do not want to admit it, but the focal point about creation is the Bible! Of course, many
books support or defend the ideas about creation. However, without reading our Bible most of us would not know about this theory. We
must also realize it is a theory just as evolution, as it cannot be proven through scientific testing. There is no eye witness testimony to
support what happened when the universe was formed, or created.
As Christians we believe that God was the only eyewitness, but most non-Christians will not accept the Biblical accounts as the true
account to support creation. So as creationists, we must find some evidence of creation that can be identified through logical considerations. Then we have a chance of converting someone who believes evolution, to even begin to accept that creation is the correct answer
to this puzzle.
Following are some situations to consider when making a case for creation, and when answering the question, “How did the universe
come into existence?” Remember these are not scientific evidences, but logical evidence to support
the Biblical accounts about living creatures that do, or did, inhabit this earth.
Why Do Animals Seem To Be Afraid Of Men?
Why do animals with great strength run from a man? While it is true that some animals become man
hunters, such animals are considered unusual or sometimes called rogue for this strange behavior.
Animals that have sharp teeth, fangs, and/or lethal claws will usually try to avoid confrontation with
a man, even when the man is unarmed! The following Bible verses may offer some evidence for this
strange fear of man! Then God blessed Noah and his sons, saying to them, "Be fruitful and increase in
number and fill the earth. The fear and dread of you will fall upon all the beasts of the earth and
all the birds of the air, upon every creature that moves along the ground, and upon all the fish of
the sea; they are given into your hands. Everything that lives and moves will be food for you. Just
as I gave you the green plants, I now give you everything. (Genesis 9:1-3, NIV) These instructions
were given to the only people still inhabiting the earth, as God saved them from the Biblical Flood of
Noah!
All Flesh Is Not The Same, Why Not?
If animals evolved from a common ancestry, then why is the flesh of animals so different? Is it very easy to tell fish from beef, or that
what you are eating is pork, not shrimp or lobster! Doesn’t it seem logical that all flesh would be very similar if it all started out the
same? If however, each type of animal were created, then the flesh would likely be very different. What does the Bible have to say about
such differences? All flesh is not the same: Men have one kind of flesh, animals have another, birds another and fish another.
(1 Corinthians 15:39, NIV)
Were Dinosaurs Still Living Less Than Four Thousand Years Ago?
Did dinosaurs really exist? In the past some people who believed in creation did not believe that dinosaurs fit into the scheme of things
well, so they denied such creatures ever existed. Some taught that the bones being discovered were the work of Satan—that Satan
planted these bones to deceive believers into questioning their faith! Most people today do believe that dinosaurs lived on this planet in
the past. The only real question is, “When did they exist in the past?” Was it 65 million or more years ago, as evolutionists believe? Or
were they created on creation day six only thousands of years ago, as Creationists believe? Where does the evidence seem to point?
Continued on page 6
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Editor’s Thoughts?
Terry Ivers

THANKSGIVING
This edition of the World By Design Newsletter will be the final one for the year 2015. Looking back over the past year, CRSEF and it’s
board members have strived to maintain a ministry that is financially responsible and equally committed to the furthering of God's
Kingdom. Our Young Earth message has been used as a platform to not only further the newest scientific evidence for a biblical young
earth, but also to share the gospel message to the lost. As we approach the new year please remember CRSEF in your yearend giving
but more importantly please continue to pray that we choose to participate in the right events and that we continue to add new
members that are passionate about God's Creation and His Glory. 13 Whatever you ask in my name, this I will do, that the Father may
be glorified in the Son. 14 If you ask me anything in my name, I will do it. “ John 14:13 (ESV).
Saturday, September 19th, 2015 CRSEF was in Mason, OH for the seventeenth straight year to participate in their Heritage Day
Festival and Bicycle Race. The 2015 event was called "Happy 200th Birthday Mason!" since they are celebrating the bicentennial year of
the founding of their city. Just as one would expect this year's party was bigger than ever. During the 12 plus hours we manned the
booth there were very few times when there was not at least one person seeking information whether it be to inquire, debate or
confirm our stance on Young Earth Creation. I personally have only been involved in the last 5 Heritage Day Festivals but I believe this
one had the greatest impact for CRSEF, because we had the opportunity to Glorify God over and over again as we continually shared
the latest scientific findings as well as the gospel message with the many people that attended.
We go into the final quarter of 2015, with a sense of thanksgiving for the opportunities that the Lord has provided but praying for
even greater things in 2016. Thank you for all your prayers and financial support during 2015 and we look forward to seeing you at the
few remaining events that are scheduled for this year. All scheduled events can be found in this edition of the World By Design
Newsletter or you can always find the latest event information at worldbydesign.org. Please remember to keep CRSEF in your prayers,
as we plan for opportunities to participate in God's work, patience to wait for the Lord's provision, and lastly the volunteers, willing to
serve faithfully in all that God would have us do in 2016. 37 Then he said to his disciples, “The harvest is plentiful, but the laborers are
few; 38 therefore pray earnestly to the Lord of the harvest to send out laborers into his harvest.” Matthew 9:37-38 (ESV).
Please send comments and /or suggestions to me at: editor_wbdnewsletter@twc.com, I look forward to hearing from you.
God Bless!

Pyramidology Or Egyptology?
Continued from page 2

3. A statuette of the Pharaoh Khufu the only surviving intact three dimensional depiction of the pharaoh that
has been found. The statuette was discovered by Sir William Flinders Petrie during the excavation of the
Temple of Khentyamentiu at Abydos, Upper Egypt in 1903. The statuette which is on display at the Egyptian
Museum in Cairo measures 7.5cm high x 2.9cm long x 2.6cm deep, translated in inches to 2.95276" high by
1.14173" long by 1.02362" deep. This means that the pharaoh accredited with largest and oldest stone
structure in the world left behind a three inch statue of himself.
The Great Pyramid of Giza is the only pyramid in Egypt with ascending passages. There are no hieroglyphs, pictographs
or artistic markings anywhere in the structure except for the obscure cartouches found by Vyse. Also when in 820 AD an
Arab, Abdullah Al Mamum and his men tunneled into the pyramid and by accident found the descending passage, they
entered the King's Chamber for the first time since the construction of the pyramid and found no treasure but only a
empty lidless box made of highly polished granite.

Prophecy In Stone
Khufu Statuette in Cairo

One of the largest pyramidology beliefs is the idea that the Great Pyramid of Giza was a divine plan orchestrated http://egyptpalooza.tripod.com/
khufu.html
through God, as a sign and/or witness that would be left for all generations to see (Isaiah 19:19-20) which was
discussed in a In The Midst Of Egypt (World By Design Newsletter April –June 2015). Within this group there are many different opinions and
theories as to who built it, when it was built, why it was built.
Let's start by introducing a few of the names proposed when discussing the building of the Great Pyramid, starting with the oldest architect
first. In his writings titled A Message for Our Generation, The Mysterious Secrets of the Great Pyramid, William F. Dankenbring makes an attempt
to convince the reader that the architect of the Great Pyramid and some of the other structures at Giza were built by the Egyptians but under the
direction of Enoch (7th generation from Adam). In his book "The Great Pyramid, Why Was It Built and Who Built It?" published in 1859, John
Taylor an English publisher and essayist was convinced that Enoch’s great grandson Noah was the builder and architect of the Great Pyramid: "He
who built the Ark was, of all men, the most competent to direct the building of the Great Pyramid ." Joseph A. Seiss, a Lutheran Minister,
proposed in his 1877 book, A Miracle In Stone, that Job was the architect that led the construction of the Great Pyramid of Giza. Shem and Joseph
are also two other names mentioned as architect and builder of the pyramid.
The construction date for the Great Pyramid has about as many speculative dates as there are suggested names for the architect, but
Egyptologists place the date around 2560 BC, but this is using Egyptian chronology which does not agree with Biblical or Assyrian chronologies.
The importance of using Egyptian chronology is a subject for a future discussion. Using Bishop Ussher’s Biblical chronology the Noahcian Flood
happened 2302 BC, so there are groups that think the building of the pyramid was before the flood and then there people that argue that
nothing could have withstood the Noahcian Flood. There are many good theories on both sides of this issue but once again one must trust your
beliefs to find peace in any of these arguments.
The most important thread running through divine origin pyramidology is that the inner passageways of the Great Pyramid tell the history of
the world, past, present and some say even the future. John Taylor in his 1859 book “The Great Pyramid, Why was it built and who built it?’
introduced his idea that the interior passage system was a pictograph of Bible history. John Strong on the Real Prophets Website gives us the
meaning of the pictograph that was proposed by Taylor and other students of scripture.
This pictograph was confirmed. It represented the basic story of the Bible.
The fall - i.e. Man’s disobedience to God.
giving of the law - but the entrance to the promises was not by the law,
hence the Granite Plug.
entrance of the Messiah into man’s history at the beginning of the Grand
Gallery - the Savior to lost mankind
kingdom of God on earth - a 1000 year kingdom to come (the Millennium
– the Queens Chamber)
resurrection to eternity - Eternal life in Heaven (the Kings Chamber).
Man’s eventual end in nothing - The Dead End.
continued on page 7

Interior passageway system of the Great Pyramid
http://www.gizapyramid.com/introphoto8.jpg
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Is The Creationist Or Evolutionist Theory More Logical?
continued from page 3

How Did Dinosaurs Get To Be So Huge?
How can dinosaurs be explained, if the earth is only thousands of years old? If the Bible is correct, can we
account for the existence of dinosaurs?
Many reptiles that live on the earth today continue to grow as long as they live. Some turtles, crocodiles, and
alligators get to be huge if they have long lives.
Think about what has been revealed through the Bible about the genealogies of early generations that
inhabited this earth. Men lived 600, 700, 800, even 969 years! If people lived that long it is only logical that
other creatures did too. The Bible states that all creatures that lived and breathed on the land were created
on day six. Then it is only logical that dinosaurs lived with man in the beginning. If all the creatures lived for a
long time, then the reptiles, and some other animals that continue to grow, would have grown to be huge! So
you see it actually supports the Biblical account that dinosaurs lived with early man.

Was The Geological Strata Laid Down Millions, Or Even Billions Of Years Ago?
Does the discovery of the bones of these very large animals favor the evolutionist theory or the creationist theory? For animals to become
fossilized the animals’ body must be covered quickly with something that will preserve it. One of the ways this can occur is from the aftermath of flooding. Erosion caused by flooding will result in dirt and chemicals being washed out and then re-deposited in low areas. Thus
animals could be washed into such low areas, and then covered with these materials. When the material dries the animals become trapped
in the layer formed, and over time become fossilized. For this to work the burial must occur quickly. If the animal is exposed for just a few
hours it starts to decompose. Left uncovered very long it would completely decompose and no fossils would be formed.
Creationists believe the Flood of Noah, as described in the Bible, explains how this occurred. All of the animals living on the land at the time
of the Flood would have drowned. Some of them were buried by the flooding and volcanic actions that occurred during the global flood. This
presents a good answer for how these bones were covered, preserved, and then fossilized. This offers a good explanation for the rock layers
containing fossils found all over the earth! Most creationists believe other catastrophic events caused some partial layers to be formed, but
most of them are the result of the global flood described in the Bible!
In the past some evolutionists believed that as the sedimentary layers formed slowly over a long time, the dead animals were also being
covered gradually by those thin layers. Of course, this explanation could not result in fossils being formed because the animal would
completely decay before it could have been covered. Most evolutionists today understand the need of the body being covered quickly to
preserve it for fossils to form.
Most evolutionists believe fossils found are evidence of local flooding and/or other catastrophic events that covered the animals quickly, so
the fossils could be formed. They still believe it took millions or billions of years for these layers to be formed, and they date the fossils found
in each layer based upon when they think it was formed. They also date the layer based upon when they
think it was formed!
Evolutionists have a problem in using the rock layers with fossils in them to assume the date when the layer
was formed. If the burial happened quickly to preserve the animal for fossilization, then no meaningful time
dating is logical. All the animals found in a layer were buried at the same time! Therefore, a layer could not
represent a long period of time passage!
If, however, they assume that the layer was formed by a long passage of time by thin layers being laid down,
then the animal would have decayed, and there would be no fossils! This is especially true when it comes to large animals, like dinosaurs,
being fossilized.
When a dinosaur fossil is dug up today, does it match the creationist or the evolutionist theory? For me there is no doubt that the creationist
theory is logical! Of course, my opinion is biased. I believe it, because the Bible says God created the universe in six days! If evolution is not
logical, then why do so many people accept it as being true? Preach the Word; be prepared in season and out of season; correct, rebuke and
encourage—with great patience and careful instruction. For the time will come when men will not put up with sound doctrine.
Continued on page 8
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Pyramidology Or Egyptology?
Continued from page 5

Astronomer Royal for Scotland, Charles Piazzi Smyth, made a trip to Egypt to
take measurements and confirm the theories posted by Taylor. Smyth not only
confirmed Taylor’s ideas but he also decided that the pyramid must be more
than a pictograph. Smyth decided that if he started at the ascending passage
and measured up to the start of the Grand Gallery the fixed measurement
would equal the number of years between the approximate year of the Exodus
(1450 BC) and the approximate year of the Crucifixion of Christ(33 AD). Using
the Hebrew cubit (25.02 British Inches) as the fixed measurement he began
looking for a starting point. Smyth being an astronomer thought there might be
correlation between the descending passageway and the stars so he made
some calculations and arrived at the date of 2141 BC as the year that the Pole
Star Draconis would have shined straight down the descending passageway.
This discovery was still not
enough to make the pyramid
Charles Piazzi Smyth’s drawing from the 1877 publication
a real chronograph, there
Our Inheritance in the Great Pyramid
would have to be a visible
starting point. Smyth and his team found what they called scored lines that were cut into the
walls of the descending passageway in exactly the same place on opposite sides of the tunnel. In 2141 BC not only was the pole star in alignment with the descending passageway, the
Pleiades, a small star cluster in the constellation of Taurus The Bull was directly aligned with
the scored lines. This was the starting point that Smyth had been searching for, he was then
able to measure to the outside edge of the pyramid to determine that the construction of
the pyramid took place in 2623 BC which was during the reign of Khufu. In 1864 Smyth
Drawing of the scored lines found by Smyth in the
published
his findings in a book titled Our Inheritance in the Great Pyramid, and then
Descending Passageway
http://realprophets.com/web-storage/webstorage2/great% updated his findings in 1877.
20pyramid.pdf

Wireless Power
The last group that I would like to bring to your attention is the group that thinks the Great Pyramid was built not as a tomb for a dead
pharaoh but that it was built as a massive power station that created wireless power that allowed the Egyptian Civilization to become so
technologically advanced. In his book The Giza Power Plant (1998), Christopher Dunn explains his
theory that the Great Pyramid of Giza was built as a power generating plant. In his opinion to build
a structure as large as the Great Pyramid there would have to have been a useful purpose that
would benefit all the inhabitants of Egypt. The Power Plant theory is based on the principle of
harmonic energy passing through the earth up into the Queens Chamber where two chemicals are
added to create a Hydrogen reaction, the created energy from the reaction is intensified through
resonators built into the Grand Gallery which are then sent into the Kings Chamber. The northern
shaft lets microwave energy from the outside flow into the chamber and the southern shaft vents
the energized microwave energy back out into the atmosphere. I personally am not qualified to
judge this theory due to the technical knowledge that Dunn presents in his book, although I
believe this idea to be well presented. The strongest argument for the power plant theory is the
fact that even though the architecture throughout the Great Pyramid is so complex and precise ,
Picture from The Giza Power Plant (1998)
everything
in the structure looks as though it had to have more of a functional use than a
https://www.pinterest.com/
monumental
purpose. In 1984 Dunn wrote an article entitled Advanced Machining In Ancient Egypt
pin/25051341647492608/
that was published in Analog Magazine. In which he proposes that the ancient artifacts left behind
in Egypt could not have been created by the rudimentary tools that Egyptologists propose. I found his comments in this article and on this
subject at the Spirit and Stone page of the Global Education Project Website (http://www.theglobaleducationproject.org). Dunn states his
overall ideology this way “ I am not an Egyptologist. I am a technologist. I do not have much interest in who died when and whom they may
have taken with them, where they went or when they may be coming back. No lack of respect for the mountain of work and the millions of
hours of study conducted on this subject by highly intelligent scholars (professional and amateur), but my interest , therefore my focus, is
elsewhere. When I look at an artifact with the view of how it was manufactured, I am unencumbered with a predisposition to filter out
possibilities because of historical or chronological inequity.”
continued on page 9

Is The Creationist Or Evolutionist Theory More Logical?
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Instead, to suit their own desires, they will gather around them a great number of teachers to say what their itching ears want to hear.
They will turn their ears away from the truth and turn aside to myths. (2 Timothy 4:2-4, NIV)
Why do you believe what you believe? Is your belief sound and logical? You decide which theory better matches the evidence found on the
earth today!
The above article was written in 2003, and some important discoveries related to dinosaurs were found in 2005, so this addendum seems
appropriate at this reprint time.
In 2005, a team of scientists led by paleontologist Mary Schweitzer published a paper in which they described an unusual femur (upper leg
bone) of a Tyrannosaurus rex. While the outer bone was completely fossilized, the interior regions were somehow sealed off from fossilizing
fluids. Inside the T. rex femur were intact blood vessels and red blood cells. Once freed from the bones, the blood vessels could be stretched
and even snapped back into place!
It seems God has allowed this discovery at a time of critical comparisons of the creationist belief in creation as the way that all life came about
on this earth just a few thousand years ago, and the evolutionary theory of a Big Bang some 13.2 billion years ago. Of course, these findings
point to a young earth, and a burial of dinosaurs in the Flood of Noah some 4,300 years ago.
This finding makes sense if these dinosaur bones were buried only 4,300 years ago, but it makes no sense at all if this bone is 68 to 70 million
years old as evolutionists believe. The more we learn about this earth the more sense the creationist theory matches the evidence we find.
The obvious choice is that the creation story is more logical, and offers the most logical answer to the questions about how everything got
here. In the beginning God created is the first step in the history of mankind, and there are no gaps needed to fill in time, it really was a week
of creation. God did not need more time, as some have been convinced!

Pyramidology Or Egyptology?
Continued from page 7

What Does This All Mean?
During the past three editions of World By Design Newsletter I have
attempted to direct you to enough different information to peak your interest in
the Great Pyramid of Giza, which now hopefully is somewhat intriguing for you.
Although there are greatly differing opinions about who built it , how they built
it and why they built it, we can not ignore the fact that the Great Pyramid was
constructed with amazing precision, amazing accuracy, and amazing durability.
For more than 3000 years the pyramids on the Giza Plateau would shine
brilliantly in the desert sunlight and at night the moon light reflecting off the
pyramids would give direction for travelers on the Nile. The beautiful casing
stones were removed by Arabs after being loosened by earthquakes in the 14th
century and can still be seen in buildings and other structures in and around
Cairo today.

This is what the Great Pyramid could have looked like with
the white Tura limestone casing stones still attached.
http://www.godsplan-today.com/english/eng_pyrscientific.htm

During my research for these articles it has become apparent to me that believing some of the things I have read is very hard for me take
in. I have a tendency to be very cynical about new ideas , but then I realized that when I speak to someone about the earth being young, and
then I tell them that I believe man and dinosaurs lived together, wow, no wonder we sometimes get the responses that we do. I want to
pose one question: is it so hard to believe that the Great Pyramid of Giza could be an altar (memorial) in Egypt, when all through scripture
God instructs His people to take stones and place them in a special place for a remembrance of something that God had done for them or to
them? I pray that this series has been useful and beneficial to you in some way!
References:

Additional Studies

A Message For Our Generation
The Mysterious Secrets of the Great Pyramid
http://www.triumphpro.com/great-pyramid.pdf

The Great Pyramid
A Stone Witness to the Supernatural
John Strong PO Box 352 Buderim QLD Australia comments@realprophets.com
http://realprophets.com/web-storage/webstorage2/great%20pyramid.pdf

The Ancient Mystery Unraveled
http://www.greatpyramid.org/aip/gr-pyr1.htm
Modern Egyptology
In 1964 Barbara Mertz,
http://www.thefullwiki.org/Pyramidology
Barbara Mertz, Temples, Tombs, and Hieroglyphs:
A popular history of ancient Egypt, New York: Dodd, Mead & Co., 1964]
Real Prophets
http://realprophets.com/web-storage/webstorage2/great%20pyramid.pdf
John Strong PO Box 352 Buderim QLD Australia comments@realprophets.com
10 Bizarre Theories About The Pyramids That DON'T Involve Aliens
Mark Strauss
10/22/14 1:11pm
http://io9.com/10-bizarre-theories-about-the-pyramids-that-dont-involv-1648634533
The Giza Power Plant (1998)
By Christopher Dunn
http://www.gizapower.com/
Advanced Machining in Ancient Egypt (published in Analog magazine August 1994)
by Christopher Dunn
http://www.theglobaleducationproject.org/egypt/articles/cdunn-1.php

GreatPyramid.ORG
By Elijah Penn
Part 1: The Ancient Mystery Unraveled
http://www.greatpyramid.org/aip/gr-pyr1.htm
Part 2: The Pyramid's Amazing Chronography
http://www.greatpyramid.org/aip/gr-pyr2.htm
Part 3: The Great Step
http://www.greatpyramid.org/aip/gr-pyr3.htm

THE GREAT PYRAMID OF GIZA:
Decoding the Measure of a Monument
by Eckhart R. Schmitz
http://thegreatpyramidofgiza.ca/
Understanding The Great Pyramid
Putting It's Unique Features In Context
Derek Hitchins
http://egypt.hitchins.net/the-pyramids/understandgp.pdf
God’s Plan a Stone Witness Part 2
Power Point Slide Show
nsbible.org/Seattle2010/PowerPoint/Bible in Stone1ab.ppt

The WORLD BY DESIGN Newsletter is being emailed to you because at some time you have asked us to send you a copy of the newsletter. We hope that
you will enjoy reading and staying informed about CRSEF’s ministry to introduce and educate people about Young Earth Creation. If you would like to
subscribe to the newsletter email us at subscribe_wbdnewsletter@twc.com. If you would like to be removed from our mailing list please send an email to us
at unsubscribe_wbdnewsletter@twc.com.

Would You Please Help The Ministry Of
Creation Research Science Education Foundation?
CRSEF has paid all of our fixed annual expenses for 2015.
CRSEF has previously voted to sponsor the Mid-West Home School Convention each year.
In order to be able to get booth space for the 2016 event, we must pay the booth fee soon! As all
the spaces may be sold soon, and CRSEF would not be able to get a booth space at this event!
CRSEF will have a shortfall of $464.86, (which is the difference between what we currently
have available $125.14 and the $590.00 Total Estimated Expenses for the remainder of 2015,
and for the Mid-West Homeschool Convention in April 2016).

We are praying for support from our members and friends to donate toward
this shortfall amount, so CRSEF can serve the Lord by offering the program
indicated below in 2016.
Cost
$590.00
$590.00

Vote
Yes/No

Event Description
Midwest Home School Convention - Thursday, April 9 – Saturday,
April 11, 2016 at Duke Energy Convention Center, Cincinnati, OH.
$525/booth – if attending one GHC convention + $65.00 for electric
Cost Estimate of sponsored programs for 2015/2016.

Fixed Annual Costs – Not included in the event costs above:
Est. Cost
Next Due
Description of the expense
All Paid
$0.00
Total remaining annual costs
Total estimated costs of ALL expenses for CRSEF in 2015/2016:
$590.00
Cost Estimate of sponsored programs for 2015/2016
$0.00
Total remaining annual costs
$590.00
Total Estimated Expenses for the remainder of 2015, and for the Mid-West Homeschool
Convention in April 2016.

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION and/or DONATION FORM
Membership Application Form for 2015/2016:
If you pay a Membership fee now it is assumed it is in payment for 2016!
Yes, I want to become a member of CRSEF to help promote the foundational message of biblical and scientific
creationism. Included is my fee of $ __________ for the type of membership that I have checked below. Be sure to
record your name and address on the bottom of this form.

□ Individual Membership ----$20 Yearly membership for one individual
□ Family Membership ------- $40 Yearly membership for immediate family living together
□ Student Membership --------$15 Yearly membership for students of any age
□ Senior Membership ----------$15 Yearly membership for those 60 years or older
Donation Form:
I would like donate $____________ to CRSEF so they can sponsor events and give away creation related
materials, as CRSEF sees fit!
Total amount of contribution to CRSEF $_________________(Membership fee + Donation)

Please enter your contact information, so CRSEF can contact you, if needed. This information will NOT
be shared with any other organization or individual. It will only be used by CRSEF to share important
information with you, as you have indicated to CRSEF!
Name: ____________________________ Email: _________________________Phone: (_____) ______________
Address: ____________________________________________________________________________________
Please Print
Mail To: CRSEF, PO Box 40226, Cincinnati, OH 45240-0226
Please make checks payable to CRSEF.
It is the policy of the Internal Revenue Service that all donations to a tax-exempt organization are the sole property of that organization. However, it is the policy of
Creation Research Science Education Foundation, Inc. to apply all donations given toward a specific program to that program. In the event we receive more – or less contributions than can wisely be used toward the specified program, CRSEF will use those funds to meet other pressing needs that support the vision of CRSEF.
CRSEF is a 501(c) (3) non-profit organization and gifts are tax deductible to the fullest extent allowed by law.

This form may be downloaded in pdf form (below) then printed, completed and mailed.
You may also visit the World By Design Website at
http://www.worldbydesign.org/donate/newdonate.asp
to pay with PayPal or a credit card.

membership_application_and_donation_form_print.pdf
Download File
If you need to download a free copy of Adobe Reader please click on the icon below.

